Let G be a graph and f
We consider nite graphs which have no loops and no multiple edges. Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E (G). We denote by jGj the order of G (i.e., jGj = jV (G)j). For a vertex v of G, we denote by deg G (v) the degree of v in G. For two vertices x and y of G, we write xy or yx for an edge joining x to y. Let f : V (G) 0! f1; 3; 5; 7; 1 1 1g be an odd integer valued function dened on V (G), where we allow f (v) > deg G (v) for some vertices v, and f always denotes this function throughout this paper. Then a subgraph H of G is called a (1; f )-odd subgraph if deg H (x) 2 f1; 3; . . . ; f (x)g for all x 2 V (H). A spanning (1; f )-odd subgraph is called a (1; f )-odd factor of G. If f (x) = 1 for all x 2 V (G), then a (1; f )-odd subgraph is a matching, and a (1; f )-odd factor is a 1-factor (i.e., a perfect matching). Note that for convenience, we dene a matching as a subgraph with all degrees one. A (1; f )-odd subgraph H of G is said to be maximum if G has no (1; f )-odd subgraph H 0 with jH 0 j > jHj. A subgraph with all degrees odd is called an odd subgraph, and a spanning odd subgraph is called an odd factor. In this paper, we shall show some results on (1; f )-odd subgraphs, which are generalizations of those on matchings. Then we can expect that some other results on matchings can be generalized to those on (1; f )-odd subgraphs. However, there exist some theorems on matchings that cannot be directly generalized. Such an example is given in Theorem 7. Some results on (1; f )-odd factors, which are generalizations of results on 1-factors, can be found in [4] , [6] and [9] .
A component of a graph is said to be odd or even according to the parity of its order. We denote by O(G) the set of odd components of G and by o(G) the number of odd components of G (i.e., o(G) = jO(G)j). For 
Let R be a subgraph of a graph G and X a subset of V (G). Then we say that R covers X if V (R) X , and that K avoids X if V (R) \ X = ;. Other notation and denitions not dened here can be found in [1] or [8] .
A criterion for a graph to have (1; f )-odd factor is given in the following theorem, which is a generalization of Tutte's 1-factor Theorem ( [8] (1)
We rst give a formula for the order of a maximum (1; f )-odd subgraph, which is similar to the following. In order to prove the above theorem, we need the following lemma. 
Hence by Theorem 1, G 0 has a (1; f 0 )-odd factor F 0 . Let H 0 : Moreover , if H has a cycle C , then H 0 E (C) is also a (1; f )-odd subgraph with vertex set V (H).
By repeating this procedure, we can obtain a (1; f )-odd subgraph H 0 which is a forest and whose vertex set is V (H).
For a subgraph K of a graph G and edge subsets X E (K) and Y E (G) n E (K), we denote by K 
In particular, K 0 X + Y has no isolated vertices. A path in a graph G connecting two vertices x and y is denoted by P (x; y) or P G (x; y).
We now show another property of (1; f )-odd subgraphs, which is a generalization of the following property of matchings. 
